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not a legal researcher
not a law librarian





research & finding

digital information and 
communications



digital environment analog world

opportunities

looking forward

challenges

remembering the past

Image: http://www.flickr.com/photos/churkinms/2582615161/sizes/o/in/photostream/



a simple premise



digital information 
matters



the social web matters



the internet is a tool.

...for connecting people and 
information. 



the social web provides 
one set of tools within 
a much larger toolkit.

twitter is one of those tools



themes from the 
digital present



exploding digital 
universe



In 2008 alone, IDC says the world created 
487 billion gigabytes of 

information, up 73% from 2007. 
That was 3% more than it forecast at the 

beginning of the year.



[Google CEO Eric] Mr. Schmidt reportedly pointed out 
that there were five billion gigabytes of information created 

from the dawn of civilization through 2003, but that an 
equal amount of information now is created every two 

days; with the pace increasing. 



knowledge-based economy

knowledge is product knowledge is tool

information technologyglobalization

new media

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knowledge_economy



communication



Source: http://videographyblog.com/evolution_communications.jpg



Source: http://farm2.static.flickr.com/1375/622991241_5453f05d30_o.gif



Source: http://farm1.static.flickr.com/243/521879655_5836d2a996.jpg?v=0



connectivity





mobility

moving towards ambient connectivity

now here however

Source: http://www.flickr.com/photos/wiredwitch/2754448667/lightbox/



“By 2014, 10 million Canadians will have 
access to the Internet via mobile devices 

such as smartphones and the iPad...”.



In contrast, Forrester Research expects online growth 
in the U.S. and Canada to be small, only 3% 

each year through 2014 and these countries will 
make up only 13% of the overall online 

population.  This is a decrease from 2009 when the U.S. 
and Canada comprised 16% of the online population. 

Source: http://www.motionpoint.com/company/motionpoint-news/motionpoint-news-2010/630-the_-
global-online-population-will-increase-42_-by-2014.html



take these things for 
granted...



"Any sufficiently 
advanced technology is 
indistinguishable from 

magic."
Arthur C. Clarke



technology is not your 
toaster.



technology is not a 
teen’s smart phone.



there will be more of 
us online and

more of me online.



the web is 18. 

a whole generation 
grew up with it.



publicity and privacy 





The Web is dead.
- Chris Anderson, 2010

“...less about the searching and more about the getting.”



“Librarians like to 
search. Everyone else 

like to find.”
- Roy Tennant (now with OCLC)





is the web really dead?

http://www.boingboing.net/2010/08/17/is-the-web-really-de.html

total internet traffic rose then from about 1 exabyte to 7 
exabytes between 2005 and 2010.

http://www.wired.com/magazine/2010/08/ff_webrip/all/1





your website is not 
about html. it is all 
about your data.



the toolkit is changing



and what does this have 
to do with legal 

research?



leverage the web



Bloggers and wiki folk















Stages
1) denial

2) curiosity
3) acceptance 

(addiction)
4) adoption



The case for Twitter



Twitter 101

short, bite sized “updates”
140 characters

like little blog posts
links, pictures, videos

follow and be followed
#hashtags (tagging)





to tweet or treat?

job postings breaking news stories

pointers

establishing communities

spontaneous conversation 

asking questions providing answers

conference engagement



Follow or be followed











For more ideas, see: http://www.ducttapemarketing.com/blog/2010/03/22/7-insanely-useful-ways-to-search-twitter-for-marketing/















More reasons to use it

build connections

free exposure

build reputation

build your brand
develop contacts

crowdsource problems
test ideas

get feedback

http://business.twitter.com/twitter101/

discover interests



Cautions
know your privacy settings

updates in Twitter’s public timeline
indexed by Google

archived by Library of Congress



think about 
what you’re 

sharing

e.g. 
geotagging/

location 
awareness 





stream of information - this is not email; 
expect to only catch a few fish



With all tools...
control your brand; 

own your data;
be cautious but not 

dismissive...



build your toolkit:
as a professional

as an organization



Questions? 
                    thanks for listening!

geoffrey.harder@ualberta.ca
twitter: geoffharder


